
Food Adverse Reaction 

Adverse food reactions are clinically abnormal reactions to the 

ingestion of a food or food additive.  They may include 

immunologic reactions, where the pet mounts an allergic 

reaction, or non-immunologic, which includes toxic reactions, 

pharmacologic (where the food produces a drug-like effect e.g. 

histamine in fish), metabolic or idiosyncratic.  The 

immunologic reactions are the most common and will be 

covered in this information sheet.  

Normally the gut is very efficient at preventing 

sensitisation of the immune system to food allergens.  

Protection is via an effective mucosal barrier.  This 

barrier consists of a number of interacting 

components: effective digestion (breaks food into 

very small fragments which a poor antigens), a 

mucous layer that prevents antigen adhesion, tight 

intercellular adhesion between cells and secreted 

antibodies that form complexes with antigens 

preventing absorption.  Associated with the gut is a 

very active and interconnected immune system.  If 

there is some disruption to the mucosal barrier 

system antigens are able to pass into the body and 

sensitise (prime) the immune system.  Any 

subsequent feeding of the same food then causes an 

allergic response to occur.  Anything swallowed can 

potentially cause food allergy, but studies have 

shown reactions to a range of foodstuffs and 

generally match the frequency of feeding.  I.E. 

animals develop allergy to what they are commonly 

fed.  

Pathogenesis – What causes it? 

KEY POINTS 

Caused by gut damage allowing food 
antigens to stimulate and sensitise the 
immune system. 

Once the immune system is sensitised any 
time the offending food is fed a reaction will 
be triggered. 

Itch is the one constant clinical signs.  All 
other clinical signs are variable. 

Diagnosis of food allergy can only be made 
by feeding a specialized food elimination 
diet for up to 10 weeks with provocative 
rechallenge. 

Blood or skin tests CANNOT be used to 
diagnose food allergy in either the dog or 
cat. 
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Clinical signs – What does it look like? 

DOGS 

It is a relatively uncommon disease 

representing <1% of all skin 

conditions.  Itch is the only 

consistent finding and it is often 

poorly responsive to cortisone 

therapy.  It is generally constant, 

although it may be intermittent if 

the offending food is in snacks only 

intermittently given.  The 

distribution of irritation includes 

the face, ears, eyes, feet, axilla, 

groin, abdomen and perineum.   In 

addition to this other lesions that 

have been reported include 

papules, plaques, wheals, redness, 

hair-loss, scale, ulceration and 

thickening of the skin.  NB many of 

these lesions develop as a 

consequence of the self-trauma the 

itch induces and are not actually a 

primary eruption.  Up to 15 % will 

also present with signs of gut 

irritation. 

CATS 

It is more common in cats and 

may represent up to 6% of all 

skin conditions.                     

Again itch is the consistent 

symptom seen in 100% of cases.  

It is typically nonseasonal and 

involves the face, head, pinna 

and neck although generalized 

irritation is seen.  A range of skin 

reaction patterns are seen 

including self induced hair loss, 

crusted papules or eosinophilic 

granuloma complex.  Non-itchy 

signs such as angioedema or 

urticaria may also occur.  

Gastrointestinal upset (diarrhoea 

or vomiting) is common (10 – 

15%).  A range of foods have 

been reported to trigger food 

allergy and like dogs, are 

consistent with the foods cats are 

commonly fed.  

Neck wound from scratching 

A diagnosis can only be made via food elimination diet feeding trials with provocative 

rechallenge to confirm the diagnosis.  The actual diet must be individualized to each patient on 

the basis of careful dietary history taken during the consultation.  There are two broad diet 

alternatives.  The first is to use a unique protein and carbohydrate mix.  This means feeding 

something that the pet has never eaten before.  The other alternative is to use commercially 

available hydrolysed protein diets.  These commercial diets are derived from protein that has 

been treated with enzymes that break the base protein into small molecular fragments that are too 

small to react with the immune system.  So whilst these diets may look grossly like a normal 

kibble, from a molecular sense they are completely different and unique.  If home-prepared diets 

are used they must be supplemented with various components to provide balanced nutrition.  

The duration of feeding is around 8 weeks, depending on the response seen.  The diagnosis is 

confirmed by a flare in irritation with provocative re-challenge using the old diet.  N.B whilst it is 

possible to use blood or skin tests to diagnose food allergy in humans this is NOT valid in 

animals. 

Diagnosis 
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Papular eruption 


